DSO functions:
Forecasting and flexibility
in the North West
Wednesday 27 April 2022
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Meet the presenters
Cara Blockley

Christos Kaloudas

Head of DSO

DSO Modelling
and Forecasting
Lead

Cara has responsibility for
the teams who are charged
with leading the North
West to Net Zero by
ensuring we understand
how we can support
adoption of LCTs, what the
needs of our customers
will be in relation to future
network capacity
requirements and enabling
flexibility market
participation as we seek to
utilise flexibility first for
capacity.

.

Christos leads our
Distribution Future
Electricity Scenarios
(DFES), helping to
identify capacity
requirements to
facilitate
decarbonisation plans
and developments of
our stakeholders and
customers.

Gavin Anderson

EHV & Compliance
Planning Manager
Gavin is responsible for
a team of engineers
who deliver various
ENWL network
compliance and
reporting activities.
A significant part of this
is overseeing the
working relationship
with NGESO covering
Appendix G
submissions and
project progressions for
new DER connections.

Lois Clark

Keith Evans

DSO Commercial
Lead

Flexible Solutions
Manager

Lois’ role is centred
around flexible
services and
contracted capacity,
helping to find
innovative
alternatives to
traditional
reinforcement
solutions.

Keith’s role is to lead
activities to develop
polices and business
processes that will
enable the transition
to DSO in the areas of
flexible solutions i.e.
flexibility services and
flexible connections
and energy efficiency.
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Agenda

Introduction

DSO Transition

DFES – Forecasting in
the North West

Network
Development Report

Current requirements
and PicloFlex

Q&A / Close

F
Q & A / Break

Flexibility Services
background
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The changing energy network: DNO to DSO Transition
Cara Blockley – Head of DSO
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Who we are

One of six Distribution Network Operators (DNOs)
Responsible for distributing electricity to homes & businesses
Operate in a regulated industry
Our Business Plans are:
•
•
•
•
•

Based on the needs of our customers and stakeholders
Aligned to Government policy
Approved by Ofgem
Business Plan 2015-23 (ED1)
Business Plan 2023-28 (ED2)
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Net Zero - The role of the network operator

As the region’s network operator we’re key in leading the North West to Net Zero –
we’re delivering three key activities:
1. Leading by example –
becoming an exemplar net zero
organisation
• Buildings
• Transport
• Employee Incentives
• Supply chain

2. Preparing our network for
net zero – to make sure our
network can meet the extra
demands
• Flexibility First – all our
network needs for capacity
are first offered to the
market
• Network visibility and data
sharing
• Increase physical capacity

3. Supporting businesses and
customers to drive down
carbon emissions – providing
quick and easy connections,
giving expert advice and
guidance, signposting to
practical support.
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Net Zero – how electricity distribution is enabling it

• Electricity generated centrally and distributed
to customers
• Now more complicated and multi-directional
from encouraging and enabling low carbon
technologies to connect

• Electricity demand set to double by 2050
• All customers need cleaner, greener energy to
enable and enhance 21st century living
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Ofgem’s view of DSO roles and activities
Planning &
Network
Development

Network
Operation

DSO gathers
information and data
to forecast the future
network demand
DSO identifies and
signals future network
need
DSO seeks wide range
of solution options and
chooses whole system
optimal solution

DSO actively manages
the network calling on
flexible connections
and flexibles services
DSO coordinates
network actions for
whole system
outcomes
DSO operates standard
and open mechanisms
to facilitate
competition and
market liquidity

Market
Development
DSO acts as a neutral
market facilitator
DSO seeks standard
products and operates
standard processes
DSO signals market
opportunities and
reports on market
operation
DSO seeks whole
systems outcomes

Open data sharing
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Proposed DSO roles and activities for ENWL in RIIO-ED2

Transparency and openness
DSO Stakeholder Panel
[right to hear appeals, review decisions and methodologies]

Planning &
Network
Development

DSO Compliance Officer

Whole Systems optioneering

Customer
Support
Standalone MOM

Network
Operation

Market
Development

Platform services competition

Decisions always under review; hold DLO to fixed price solution

Open data sharing, via data portal
Share existing and new forms of planning data
e.g. LV network heatmaps

Share existing and new forms of operational data
e.g. constraint data
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Distribution System Operation – enabled by data
Undertaking new DSO roles enables a
smart and flexible system that:
• Adapts to changing customer behaviour,
• Delivers network capacity for use by
customers at the most efficient price.

Delivering network capacity means we will
‘buy’ and ‘build’ more capacity. To do so we
need to develop the market to source this
flexibility where and when it is needed:
• Choose flexibility first,
• Promote and purchase energy efficiency
solutions.

DSO
data

Only possible from sharing our data!
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Distribution Future Electricity Scenarios:
Forecasting future flexibility in the North West
Christos Kaloudas - DSO Forecasting &
Modelling Lead
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Planning and stakeholder engagement in DFES
DFES is a key planning and stakeholder engagement process since 2018

DFES and other regular & standardised planning processes

DSO best positioned to
produce DFES
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DFES 2021: Key messages (1/2)
Decarbonisation through electrification
Our updated best view considers faster decarbonisation of transport and heating in North West
compared to last year’s DFES. This is not only driven by updates on national policies, but also from
reduced technology costs.
Electrification of transport
Up to 1.2 million electric cars and vans before 2030. Higher certainty that a significant proportion
of heavy duty vehicles will be plug in electric. Location and rate of charging critical to define
effects on network loading.
Storage and zero carbon renewables
Double capacity and volumes of grid scale batteries in the pipeline compared to last year. PV
capacity up to four times higher and wind generation up to double by 2050.
Flexibility services
Requirements for flexibility services will be published in our first Network Development Plan on
May 2022 using DFES 2021. The DFES 2021 report presents forecasts of the potential for flexibility.
Electrification of heating
Over 1 million heat pumps before 2040 could accelerate decarbonisation and support an early
zero carbon transition before 2050.
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DFES 2021: Key messages (2/2)

Electricity North West business plan
Our RIIO-ED2 load related expenditure was based on DFES 2020 and additional investment was proposed
to be funded if our region accelerates decarbonisation before 2040. The DFES 2021 show accelerated
decarbonisation, but within the RIIO-ED2 LRE range to be funded under uncertainty.
Network Development Plan
Our first Network Development Plan on May 2022 (license condition) will use DFES to identify network
issues, present flexibility service requirements and network reinforcement options.

Public and business engagement
DFES has a primary planning focus as requested by Ofgem. But DFES also allows us a) to understand
where the different parts of our region are in their transition to net zero and b) to share planning info
with local stakeholders.
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Scenario framework of DFES 2021
common scenario framework
(DFES and FES)

Net Zero
not achieved

Net Zero
by 2050

Net Zero
before 2050

High

Net Zero adequate decarbonisation
not achieved to meet Net Zero by 2050

storage &
renewable
generation

Level of societal change

Level of societal change

LW
CT

ST

accelerated
decarbonisation

electrification
of transport

Best
View
electrification of
heating & industry,
focus on efficiency

SP
Low

Slow

Central Outlook scenario not anymore used,
replaced by Best View (BV) scenario

High

Best View scenario
(DFES high certainty view)

Low

Speed of decarbonisation
(focus on 2021-2050)

Fast

Slow

Speed of decarbonisation
(focus on 2021-2031)

Fast
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DFES 2021 – overview

Key takeaways:
• Significant action required by
stakeholders and customers before 2030
to not derail from the path to Net Zero
by 2050
• Actions to meet Net Zero required
around electrification of transport,
electrification of heating, increasing
efficiencies and penetration of more Net
Zero renewable generation
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Part 1: Electricity demand
Part 2: Distributed generation & batteries
Part 3: Flexible services
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Focus on 2030 peak demand
5,305MW

5,160MW

5000
4,049MW

Key takeaways:
Higher efficiencies and lower
demand growth from
connections compared to last
year’s DFES, but overall
demand going up due to
higher EV and heat pump
uptakes resulting from lower
battery costs and latest policies

peak demand (MW)

4000

3000

2000

1000

0
2021

2030 Central Outlook
(DFES 2020)

2030 Best View (DFES
2021)

Domestic

I&C

heat pumps

air condition

EV - cars & vans

electric HDVs

industry electrif.

planned developments
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Peak demands comparison

peak demand as % of 2021 value

250%

230%

BV

SP

ST

CT

Higher demand
growth in 2020-2030
from last year’s
scenarios due to
higher EV and heat
pump volumes

LW

210%

190%
170%
150%

130%
110%
90%
2020

2025

2030

2035

2040

2045

2050

Hydrogen is still a key
uncertainty post
2030, but higher
levels due to
electrification of
industry and electric
HDVs

year
19
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Electricity consumption
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Leading the Way
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Elec Industry
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2026

2036
year

2045
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2050

electricity consumption (TWh)

electricity consumption (TWh)

Best View
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Key takeaway: Higher demand compared to last year as a) HDVs and electrification of industry are
included for first time and b) higher EV and heat pump uptakes due to cost and policy updates

2050
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Part 1: Electricity demand
Part 2: Distributed generation & batteries
Part 3: Flexible services
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Renewable Distributed Generation (DG)

Key takeaway: Renewable DG can go over double by 2050, but our scenarios are aligned with National Grid
forecasts for transmission connected renewables following the common scenario framework. Any delays in offshore
wind generation or implementation of efficiency measures would required more renewable DG to fully decarbonise
electricity supply sector.
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Battery Storage

installed capacity (MW)

Domestic batteries
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0
2021

Grid scale batteries connection currently driven by
frequency response, but price arbitrage the main
driver in the long term

Grid-scale batteries

Best View
Accepted EHV and HV connections drive the high
uptake in the following 3-5 years
Best View scenario: High uptake trend used as it is
justified by connections pipeline with more effects
beyond 2030 as high vs medium scenarios very similar
before 2030

2026

2031

2036
year

2040

2045

2050
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Part 1: Electricity demand
Part 2: Distributed generation & batteries
Part 3: Flexible services
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Flexible energy potential

5500

DFES includes for first time our
“best guess” of flexible service
potential from local stakeholders.
This comes from DSR, flexible
generators and batteries.

5000

peak demand (MW)

4500
4000
3500
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peak demand minus flexibility

2000

flexibility potential during peak demand

Flexible service requirements
already calculated for DFES 2021
and included in Autumn 2021
tender. This will be part of
Network Development Plan in the
future
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Network Development Plan
Gavin Anderson – EHV & Compliance
Planning Manager
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Background & Timeline

WS1B P5
commences
work

Feb 2020

DNOs
publish
Network
Headroom
Report
defined by
WS1B P5 ‘20

WS1B P5
Reports on
Network
Capacity
Report

August 2020

BEIS issue draft
licence
conditions
for GB
implementation
of the EU Clean
Energy Package

November 2020

WS1B P5
Reports on
NDP
Form
of
Statement

DNOs
publish final
NDPs

December 2020 August 2021 December 2021 April 2022 May 2022

New licence
conditions
effective

DNOs
publish Draft
NDPs for
Consultation

NDP = Licence
Condition 25B
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NDP Form of Statement: Network Headroom Reporting
Scope of Network Headroom Reporting
Date range
Scenarios

Deliverable
Every year to be covered individually between 1-10 years
After the 10th year, this requirement moves to every five years up to 2051 aligning with DFES timescales;
Four DFES scenarios, plus a ‘best view’ scenario where different;
Demand and generation capacities in terms of spare margin in MW per year per scenario

Network capacities and assessment
methodology

This will reflect approved network developments in delivery including asset-based enhancements
Information to be considerate of thermal loading and fault level constraints as a minimum

Coverage

Capacity information to be provided for all BSP and primary substations down to and including the primary secondary
voltage, typically HV (11kV or 6.6kV)
The format of the network capacity reporting part of the NDP will be tabular in nature with the respective DNOs to add
interactivity to the workbook if required.

Format and publication

A short guidance document shall be included to explain the scope of the data workbook, define each data element and
give user instructions.
Annual update
Network parameters underlying the capacity reports shall be based on the latest LTDS

Information sources
Existing and future network demand and generation shall be based on the latest DFES
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The NDP Form of Statement comprises 3 parts

Parts of the network
most suited to new
connections

Parts of the network
where reinforcement
required

Parts of the network
where flex required

1) Network headroom reporting

New infrastructure

Flex services

2) Network development reporting
29

Methodology for
preparing the network
development plan

Assumptions

3) Methodology
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Consultation on proposed Network Development Plan
ENWL published on the 25 March 2022 four key documents for consultation:
Document

Summary

Type

Draft Network
Introductory document giving an
Development Plan overview of our publication

Document

NDP Methodology Methodology behind the
preparation of our NDP

Document

NDP Report

Identifying by each GSP
intervention areas and flexibility
options

Document

NDP Workbook

Interactive workbook covering
Interactive Excel
scenarios and capacity headroom Workbook
based on our Demand and
Generation forecasts
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Network Development Methodology
•

Methodology part of the NDP provides an overview of the process of how we arrive at our plan

•

Forecasts and stakeholder engagement plays key parts in this journey

• Key developments can be baked into our
plans to ensure capacity is available

• Collection of all the data then allows us to have a final
Best view of the demand required at any given time
31
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Network Development Report and Workbook
List of high level plans for network interventions and flexible service requirements:
• For years 1 to 10
• Location of the intervention, covering whole network down to primary substation HV bars
• Development requirements for flexibility services and new infrastructure (table below)
• Justification for the need for network developments
• Where it resides on the delivery lifecycle (signposting, approved plan, in delivery etc.)
Flexibility services

New infrastructure

o Magnitude;
o Year of intervention, likely duration i.e.
number of years in the future;
o Nature of requirement / flexibility product;

o Timing and high level scope of intervention;
construction duration (start & finish)
o Details of connectivity; link to the LTDS
o Asset quantities approx. circuit lengths, no.
txs etc
o Equipment ratings.
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NDP Workbook Overview

• Opening tab allows
user to head to the
area of key interest.
• Published originally
in August 21,
updated version
now includes a local
authority look up
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NDP Workbook Overview
• Interactive Workbook – example Upholland Primary
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NDP Report
•

Report broken down by Grid Supply
Point feeding area

•

Each intervention detailed including
high level asset based solution and a
review of the flexible requirements
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Future flex requirements shown in Spring tender

There are 55
locations identified
across the North
West
Covering the next
10 years

Identified in the
Flexibility Map by
the grey icons!
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Signposting Flex requirements
• NDP Flex requirements included in the flex
tender to give early signposting and linkage
through to published NDP plan
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Questions & Answers

Please type questions in the chat box or
raise your hand
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Flexible Services Overview
Lois Clark – DSO Commercial Lead
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Poll

Before we get started, we’d like to find out more about our audience today to
help us gauge everyone’s understanding of Flexible Services
11. Have you participated in our Flexible Services tenders before?
22. Have you participated in other DNO’s Flexible Services tenders?

33. What do you feel are the biggest barriers to providing Flexible Services?
o
o
o
o

Cost - revenue available
Location - if there are no requirements in your area
Timescales - having several years notice of requirements
Contract length.

Please take a minute to answer the quick poll that will appear in the chat window
40
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What we’ve done so far

164
Since
June
2018

Requirements published

10
1500

Tenders undertaken

MW of requirements
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What are Flexible Services?
Flexible Services is the term given to the act of reducing or increasing consumption
or generation following receipt of a signal, due to a network constraint.

In simple terms, it means a customer generating more or using less electricity
after we’ve asked them to.
A network constraint is when safe network operating limits are breached.

This means the requirement for electricity in the area is greater than the
amount that the local network is capable of providing.

In return for providing Flexible Services a customer
will receive payment

£
42
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So why now?
A revolution is currently underway as the UK embraces a zero carbon future, and the way energy is generated, stored,
consumed and traded is all evolving at a significant pace. The electricity industry is facing one of it’s biggest challenges yet.

£
Increase in low carbon
technologies

More demand on the
network

Reinforcement
required

Increased cost
to customers

For the UK to meet it’s
decarbonisation
targets, we expect to
see a huge uptake in
low carbon
technologies

This uptake will result
in an increased
demand on the
network, which wasn’t
originally designed to
cope with low carbon
technologies

To be able to meet
this demand, we will
need to invest millions
of pounds in
reinforcing the
network

These costs are
ultimately passed
down to our
customers through
their electricity bills

Disruption

+

In addition, these
reinforcement works
have the potential to
cause a lot of
disruption in terms of
road closures and
supply interruptions

It’s our responsibility to find smarter, more flexible ways to meet future needs, and procuring Flexible Services is one of the
ways in which we plan to tackle this challenge.
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What are the benefits?

Utilises existing
assets

Reduces CO2
emissions

Reduction in supply
interruptions

Less disruption

Supports community
energy groups

Supports local
businesses

Encourages Low
Carbon Technologies

Cheaper bills for
customers
44
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Examples of flexible services

Demand
Turning off or
shifting
intensive
processes
Controlling
heating systems
like heat pumps

Generation

Renewable
generators
Batteries

EV chargers

Standby
generation

Energy Efficiency
LED
lighting

Solar
panels
Insulation
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Types of flexibility

Service parameters
SUSTAIN

SECURE

DYNAMIC

RESTORE

Maximum Ramping Period

N/A

<15 mins

<2 mins

<2 mins

Availability Agreement Period

N/A

Contract stage

Contract stage

Contract stage

Scheduled in
advance

Contract stage

Real Time

Real Time

When required?

Scheduled forecast
overload

Pre-fault / peak
shaving

Risk to Network

Low

Medium

High

High

Utilisation Certainty

High

High

Low

Low

Frequency of Use*

High

Medium

Low

Low

Utilisation Instruction
Notification Period

Network abnormality
Network Abnormality
/ planned outage
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Current requirements in Spring 2022
Keith Evans – Flexible Solutions Manager
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Our latest requirements!

Launched on 28 March 2022, our Spring tender asks for:

57

748
MW

£5m

Locations within the
North West

Of capacity required

Available for providing
these services

See if you can get involved today!
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Spring 2022 tender breakdown

Service

Sustain

Secure

Dynamic

Restore

Spring-22
Requirements (MW)

0

164

132

452

Our Spring 2022 tender is looking to procure more Secure
services than our previous tenders, this is our biggest yet!
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Regional requirements

Manchester

Lancashire

Cumbria

24 sites

13 sites

20 sites

373 MW

271 MW

104 MW

£2.48m

£1.47m

£1.17m
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Flexibility requirements map

Our flexibility map displays the locations
within our distribution area where we are
currently seeking Flexible Services, or may
have a requirement in the future.
The icons next to each location name
relate to the response type that we are
looking for:
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Sustain

Restore

Dynamic

Secure
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Flexibility requirements map

Select an icon to expand
the details of each site
requirement
You can find this map on our:
• Flexible Services homepage

• Current requirements page
The grey icons correlate to the
information in the NDP, showing
you whether a site is expected to
require flexibility in the next 3-5 or
5-10 years.
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Flexibility requirements map

• On the map, our requirements have
been split into Summer & Winter
requirements for the site over the
next 2 years.
• We provide the:
• Capacity
• Estimated no. of hours of
utilisation and availability
• The period of service is required
for (months, Days, & hours)
• A guide price etc
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Invitation to tender

Our full invitation to tender documentation is on our website, and includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Invitation to Tender terms and conditions
Standard Flexibility Agreement
Technical specification
Summary site requirements
Half hourly flexibility requirements
Online Pre-Qualification Questionnaire
Post-code checker
Bid calculator
https://www.enwl.co.uk/go-net-zero/flexible-services/latest-requirement
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Procurement timeline

5555

Pre Qualification Questionnaire (PQQ)
Flexibility Providers are required to complete our PQQ
to participate in our tenders. This questionnaire can
be submitted once you have already:

✓ Successfully registered onto our Dynamic
Purchasing System (DPS) on Piclo.
✓ Uploaded your assets on Piclo.
• Asks for technical details of the site and the
capability for delivering flexibility.

• All fields must be accurately completed by 24th
June 2022 to receive an invite to submit a bid.
• If you need assistance when completing the PQQ,
you can book a 1-2-1 surgery appointment with a
member of our team.
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Cost calculator
We utilise the ENA ONP CEM methodology and tool to calculate a
ceiling price per service requirement, this shows the optimal deferral
value where flexible services would be cheaper than conventional
reinforcement solutions

Feedback from participants of previous tenders was that they
sometimes struggled to translate the guide price into an availability
and utilisation bid price that was within an acceptable range

We have developed a
simple to use cost
calculator that can
summate a draft bid and
determine if this falls
below the guide price

Guide prices have been provided for a single service period and
represent a maximum budget available assuming that all the service
requirements are met (availability, utilisation, capacity)
Note that contracts spanning multiple years may be eligible for
increased revenues where this provides guaranteed deferment of
reinforcement
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Cost calculator

The welcome screen
includes a brief description
of the tool and a help guide
to using it

The simplest way to utilise
the tool is to use the Tender
Finder tab
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Cost calculator
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Cost calculator

60

Cost calculator

61

Cost calculator additional functionality

As well as a
Tender Finder,
there is the
option to
manually enter
a tenders
details
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Cost calculator

All the information
required to
complete the
calculator, such as
the competition
name, service
period, and
competition type
is available via the
‘Competition Data’
tab for easy
reference
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Participant checklist

In order to participate in our procurement rounds, you will need to:

1
Sign up to the
Dynamic
Purchasing System
via PicloFlex

2
Register and
upload your
assets via
PicloFlex

3

4

Complete the
pre-qualification
questionnaire on
our website

Submit a bid
via PicloFlex
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About Piclo
In 2018 we began signposting our flexibility requirements on the Piclo Flex
platform and last year we joined UKPN and SPEN in utilising the platform for
the procurement of our tenders and the Dynamic Purchasing System (DPS)

Benefits:
UK’s leading marketplace for DSO flexibility procurement
Provides market visibility and transparency
Streamlines processes for flexibility procurement
(qualification, auctions and contracts)

Stimulates participation from Flex Providers
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Piclo Flex platform

Visit https://picloflex.com/ to:
•
•
•
•
•

View our current requirements
Sign up to the free DPS
Upload and pre-qualify your flexibility assets
Submit a bid
View past competition data

Contact support@picloflex.com for all queries relating to the platform or to
book a personalised demo with a member of the team
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Piclo profile page

A summary of our current tender is available
via our dedicated profile page on the Piclo
website
This provides:
➢ an update as we go through the tender
process
➢ links to all of our tender documents
➢ FAQ’s
➢ Contact information and feedback form
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Piclo in person event

We are co-hosting a round table
event to allow stakeholders to
collaborate with us and influence
our future developments of
flexible services.

At Museum of Science and
Industry, Manchester

14 June 2022

Event is between 11 and 5pm,
followed by networking and a
drinks reception

Register here!
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Key developments and ongoing work
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The year in review
We published our third ‘year in review’ document in January 2022, summarising our progress
throughout the year in line with the ENA’s ‘Six steps for delivering flexibility services’
Champion a level playing field

Ensure visibility and accessibility
Conduct procurement in an open and transparent manner
Provide clarity on the dispatch of services

Provide regular, consistent and transparent reporting
Work together towards whole energy system outcomes
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Key developments in 2021

Implementation of our NMS system

Standardisation of Pre-Qual criteria

Began rolling out LV monitoring on
our network

Published ceiling prices to guide bids

Simplicity

Transparency

Secured several contracts from our
Spring-21, and Autumn-21 tenders

Implementation of Flexible Power

RIIO-ED2 business plan – DSO Annex
and consultation

Standardisation of reporting being
developed

Accessibility
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Feedback

You said

We did

Would like the option of being dispatched via an
API, as well as by RTU

We adopted the Flexible Power platform which allows for the dispatch
of services via API; but dispatch via an RTU is still possible

More visibility upfront of the maximum costs
available for flexible services

We have published guide prices for each service which gives indicative
thresholds for acceptable bids

You sometimes struggle to calculate bid prices
which would fall within our ceiling prices

We developed a cost calculator tool which helps with evaluation the bid
prices compared to the ceiling price

You would like to see the results of previous
tenders, including prices agreed

We publish a results overview on our Previous Requirements showing an
overview of the tenders outcome including prices agreed (available
from 2021)

You wanted us to standardise baselining
methodologies for service settlement

We worked via the ENA ONP to produce common baselining
methodologies and a tool to facilitate transparent baseline
calculation.
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Distribution Flexibility Procurement Statement
• Clean Energy for all Europeans Package introduced by UK Government in December 2020
• Ofgem added a new condition to our Electricity Distribution Licence:
Condition 31E: Procurement and use of distribution flexibility services
We published our second Distribution Flexibility Procurement
Statement which sets out our plans for procuring Flexible Services for
the upcoming regulatory year and supports the flexibility market in
Great Britain as we cooperate with other DNOs and IDNOs to deliver:

Simplicity

Accessibility

Transparency

throughout our flexibility processes in this fast-developing new sector.

Keep an eye out for out first Distribution Flexibility
Procurement Report, which will be published next week!
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Open Networks Project 2022

We participate in the Open Networks Project hosted by the
Energy Networks Association
This project sees all six DNOs working together along with
BEIS, Ofgem and the Transmission Owners

8
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2022 Work Products – WS1A
Overarching
Common
Framework
Curtailment
management

Common
Evaluation
Methodology

Procurement
processes

WS1A
workstream
products

Carbon
Reporting

Dispatch
Interoperability
& Settlement

Commercial
agreements
Flexibility
Products

Primacy rules for
service conflict
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Smart Systems & Flexibility Plan

PQQ

Baselining

Procurement
timescales

Metering
requirements

API
interfaces

Contracts

Primacy
rules

Evaluation &
carbon
intensity

The Smart Systems & Flexibility Plan
was published in July-21 by Ofgem &
BEIS in the context of transitioning to
a net zero energy system

Enable stacking

Facilitate smart appliances

Facilitate smart charging

Local engagement – whole system

Open & accessible data

Improved locational signals
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Dates for the diary
Distribution
Flexibility
Procurement
consultation

Elevate
Sustainability
Exchange
May 11th

June 14th

Growing DSO flex
markets to meet net zero
– Joint event with Piclo,
UKPN & SPEN

1

July - September

August – October

Open Networks
Flexibility
consultation

To view our full schedule of planned engagements for the 22/23, please
see our Distribution Flexibility Services Procurement Statement
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Get in touch

NEWS!

Email

Feedback form

Register asset

Surgery
appointments

For all queries
relating to this
event, or
flexibility
services, please
contact our
team at

Alternatively,
you can fill out
our online
feedback form

You can
register your
asset(s) on our
website to be
notified when
we have a
requirement in
your area

We offer 1-2-1
surgery
appointments to
assist with any
queries relating to
the process of
providing flexibility

flexible.contracts
@enwl.co.uk

Sign up
Sign up to our
distribution list
to receive our
newsletters,
tender
information and
event invites

Book here
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Contact us

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
Meeting

Flexible.contracts@enwl.co.uk

www.enwl.co.uk/go-net-zero/flexible-services

0800 195 4141

facebook.com/ElectricityNorthWest

linkedin.com/company/electricity-north-west

@ElecNW_News

youtube.com/ElectricityNorthWest

Please contact us if you have any questions or would like to arrange a one-to-one meeting
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